Transcription factors TFIIB and TFIIF are both required for RNA polymerase II preinitiation complex (PIC) assembly, but their roles at and downstream of initiation are not clear. We now show that TFIIF phosphorylated by casein kinase 2 remains competent to support PIC assembly but is not stably retained in the PIC. PICs completely lacking TFIIF are not defective in initiation or subsequent promoter clearance, demonstrating that TFIIF is not required for initiation or clearance. Lack of TFIIF in the PIC reduces transcription levels at some promoters, coincident with reduced retention of TFIIB. TFIIB is normally associated with the early elongation complex and is only destabilized at +12 to +13. However, if TFIIF is not retained in the PIC, TFIIB can be lost immediately after initiation. TFIIF therefore has an important role in stabilizing TFIIB within the PIC and after transcription initiates.
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general transcription factors | transcript initiation P romoter-directed transcript initiation by RNA polymerase II (pol II) on double-stranded templates requires at minimum the general transcription factors TBP (TATA box-binding protein), TFIIB, TFIIF, TFIIE, and TFIIH. Genetic and biochemical evidence indicates that TFIIB can direct transcription start site selection (1) (2) (3) (4) with the assistance of TFIIF (5) (6) (7) (8) . When TFIIB is in complex with pol II, a TFIIB domain referred to as the finger (9) or reader (10) enters pol II and approaches the catalytic center. Structural investigations of the yeast preinitiation complex (PIC) revealed a segment of TFIIF localized near the TFIIB domain that presumably directs transcription start site selection (7, 11, 12) . It was suggested that this interaction with TFIIF is important in stabilizing TFIIB within the PIC (12) . Release of TFIIB from the elongation complex (EC) is reported to begin 7 to 16 bases downstream of transcription start (13) . TFIIF should remain associated with the EC to facilitate rapid and effective transcript elongation (14, 15) , but this factor may be transiently lost after initiation (16) .
The functional roles of TFIIB and TFIIF within the PIC are not fully understood. Transcription from a preformed transcription bubble required only TFIIB and TBP, although TFIIF was strongly stimulatory in that system (17) . RNA synthesis from bubble templates in the presence of the complete set of general factors was also very strongly dependent on TFIIF (18) . These results raise an important question: Do TFIIB and TFIIF participate in the formation of initial bonds, or are they simply structural components that direct pol II to the correct start site? An important related issue concerns the continued residence of these factors within the EC: Is the proposed loss of TFIIF after initiation linked to the expected release of TFIIB?
In the present paper we take advantage of our recent observation that phosphorylation of TFIIF with casein kinase 2 (CK2) abolishes the ability of TFIIF to associate with pol II in ECs and stimulate elongation effectively (19) , while leaving TFIIF's support of transcript initiation intact. We found to our considerable surprise that although phosphorylated TFIIF (P-TFIIF) is fully capable of supporting PIC formation, the resulting complexes do not retain TFIIF. Initiation and promoter clearance proceeds normally in the complete absence of TFIIF, showing that TFIIF is not a required factor for either of these events. On some promoters, a reduction in transcription was seen with P-TFIIF, which correlated with reduced loading of TFIIB in those PICs. We also show that transcription complexes normally retain TFIIB well into the promoter clearance process; i.e., +12 to +13. However, when PICs lack TFIIF, TFIIB is apparently lost immediately from the transcription complex at initiation. Our results suggest that a major function of TFIIF is to assist and stabilize TFIIB.
Results

TFIIF Is Not Required for Initiation of Transcription, but It Is Essential
for Effective Recruitment and Retention of TFIIB. Our laboratory recently showed that phosphorylation of TFIIF by CK2 reduces or eliminates the functional interaction of TFIIF with the pol II EC without blocking the ability of TFIIF to support initiation (19) . Given the link between TFIIF and TFIIB, we were interested in determining whether CK2 modification of TFIIF affects the loading of TFIIB into the PIC or the retention of TFIIB after initiation. To test this, PICs were assembled on beadattached templates using recombinant human TBP, TFIIB, and TFIIE along with pol II and TFIIH purified from HeLa cells (18, 20) . Recombinant TFIIF was either phosphorylated with CK2 (P-TFIIF) or unmodified (U-TFIIF). Complexes were assembled in DNA excess and extensively washed before analysis to minimize nonspecific association of factors with the templates. The promoters were variants of the TATA box containing adenovirus major late (AdML) promoter, modified such that transcription in the absence of one NTP stalls pol II at a particular downstream location. For example, on the pML-8g templates, the first G residue on the nontemplate strand appears at position +8. Two variants of the pML-8g template were used, in which the spacing from the TATA box to transcription start was either wild type (8gW) or 2 bp shorter (8g2D) (18) . As measured by synthesis of a 9-mer transcript, P-TFIIF was almost fully active in PIC assembly on the 8gW template; however, transcription was reduced by about 2-fold when P-TFIIF was used instead of U-TFIIF on the 8g2D promoter ( Fig. 1 A and B) . No RNA was made if any one of the transcription factors was absent from the reaction (Fig. S1A) .
To determine the basis for the P-TFIIF dependent transcription defect on the 8g2D template, we used immunoblotting to assay the loading of TFIIB into 8g2D and 8gW PICs assembled with P-or U-TFIIF. As shown in Fig. 1 C and D, the reduction in transcription from 8g2D with P-TFIIF was paralleled by a corresponding reduction in recruitment of TFIIB to the 8g2D PICs. Probing for other PIC components showed that for the 8g2D template, assembly with P-TFIIF leads to a drop in pol II recruitment roughly proportional to the reduction in both RNA synthesis and TFIIB recruitment; however, TFIIH recruitment was not affected by the modification of TFIIF (Fig. 1C) . To confirm the specificity of factor association with the template, we assembled PICs with or without the TBP promoter recognition factor. Neither TFIIB nor TFIIH were template-bound in the absence of TBP (Fig. S2C) ; some binding of pol II was detected in TBP-less reactions, possibly reflecting polymerase associating with template ends (Fig. S2C) .
We also tested for the presence of TFIIF in PICs assembled with P-TFIIF, using an antibody to the RAP74 subunit. We were very surprised to discover that P-TFIIF was nearly (8gW) or completely (8g2D) absent from complexes made with P-TFIIF ( Fig. 1 C and D) . Tests with antibody to RAP30 confirmed that neither P-TFIIF subunit was retained in PICs assembled with the modified factor (Fig. S2A) . RAP74 was present in PICs obtained with U-TFIIF (Fig. 1C) . This was the strongly predicted result from earlier studies with both mammalian (21) and yeast (12) systems. However, we were unable to demonstrate promoter-dependent association of U-TFIIF in our PICs. Unlike the case for TFIIB and TFIIH, U-TFIIF was template-bound when TBP was absent from the assembly reactions (Fig. S2C ). This association is puzzling because it does not reflect nonspecific binding of U-TFIIF alone to template DNA (Fig. S2B ). We would emphasize that regardless of the unexpected TBP-independent binding of U-TFIIF to the template, we can firmly conclude that although TFIIF is absolutely required for assembly of the promoter-directed PIC, TFIIF need not remain in the PIC to support initiation. Further, the deficit in transcriptional activity seen with P-TFIIF on the 8g2D promoter is paralleled by a deficit in TFIIB recruitment. It is important to stress that PICs assembled with P-TFIIF are not generally defective, because there is only a minor reduction in RNA synthesis and TFIIB content when P-TFIIF was used to assemble complexes on the 8gW promoter.
Because TFIIB recruitment or retention can be defective when PICs do not retain TFIIF, we next asked if TFIIB is retained during open complex formation in PICs made with P-TFIIF. ATP was added to PICs assembled with U-or P-TFIIF on the 8g2D template and after 5 min, the template-bound and released fractions were tested (Fig. 2 ). Complexes assembled with U-TFIIF mostly retained TFIIB in the open complex after ATP addition (compare lanes 2, 5, and 8 of Fig. 2A ), whereas the opposite was found when PICs were formed with P-TFIIF (compare lanes 3, 6, and 9 of Fig. 2A) . Quantitative results are shown in Fig. 2B . TBP was present equally regardless of ATP exposure or the state of TFIIF used for PIC assembly.
PICs That Lack TFIIF Are Fully Functional in First-Bond Formation and in Promoter Clearance. The failure to retain TFIIB efficiently in open complexes assembled with P-TFIIF raises the question of whether multiple rounds of transcript initiation could occur with such PICs, for example, the repeated abortive synthesis of trimer RNAs using dinucleotide primers (22) . This seemed an important question in light of earlier studies with premelted templates (8, 23) , which reported that TFIIF stimulates first-bond formation. The results of an abortive initiation assay using CpA primer 
and [α-
32 P] CTP are shown in Fig. 3 . As was the case with longer transcripts, CpApC production was completely dependent on both TFIIF (Fig. 3A) and TBP (Fig. S1B) . The relative efficiencies of trimer production with complexes formed with U-or P-TFIIF on the 8gW and 8g2D templates (Fig. 3B ) paralleled 9-mer synthesis levels with these promoters (Fig. 1 A and B) .
Comparison of trimer and 8-mer levels made from the same PIC preparation showed a 13.3-fold molar excess of abortive to productive transcripts (Fig. S1C) . This is consistent with multiple rounds of trimer production from each PIC, as predicted from our earlier studies of abortive initiation at the AdML promoter (22) . Thus, there is no apparent defect in repetitive first-bond formation in transcription complexes that lack TFIIF.
Based on previous studies (23, 24) , it might be expected that some aspect of promoter escape or clearance would be defective when the early stages of transcript elongation occur in the absence of TFIIF. We took advantage of our earlier observation that complexes halted at +7 on the 8g2D promoter have not achieved promoter clearance, as judged by the presence of extended transcription bubbles in these complexes and a continued requirement for TFIIH helicase activity for effective continuation of RNA synthesis (18) . We also showed that once pol II has advanced to +13 on this template, clearance has occurred as judged by collapse of the upstream segment of the initial transcription bubble and lack of continued dependence on TFIIH (18) . As expected (Figs. 1A and 3 A and B), P-TFIIF-dependent transcription from the 8g2D promoter showed a 2-fold reduction in 7-nt RNA production compared to transcription with U-TFIIF. Significantly, the same fraction of transcription complexes that restarted from +7 reached +13 successfully regardless of the continued presence of TFIIF in the initial PICs (Fig. 3 C and D) . Our data, therefore, do not indicate any defect in promoter clearance for early elongation complexes that lack TFIIF.
The Onset of Significant Release of TFIIB Occurs as the Nascent RNA Is Extended from 12 to 13 nt. Early studies on the fate of TFIIB during transcription indicated that TFIIB is released from the EC shortly after initiation (16) . Subsequent work placed the onset of TFIIB release between positions +7 and +16, with most TFIIB lost during full elongation (13) . These results left open the question of the mechanistic relationship between TFIIB release and critical structural changes in the early EC, which should influence TFIIB retention. These include occupancy of the pol II RNA exit channel by the nascent RNA, which should displace a segment of TFIIB (10, 25) , and the collapse of the initial, overly long transcription bubble, which should remove TFIIB contacts with the upstream, nontemplate strand (10, 18, 26) . Transcription complexes for some TFIIB release studies were assembled in nuclear extracts (13) , which contain numerous kinases including CK2. This could be significant because TFIIB may be lost from the transcription complex immediately if TFIIF is phosphorylated by CK2 (Fig. 2) . These considerations led us to test for retention of TFIIB in ECs in our system. Preliminary studies had indicated that when PICs are assembled with U-TFIIF, TFIIB is relatively stable in ECs halted at +7. We therefore established a two-step TFIIB release assay (Fig. 4 and Fig. S3 ) in which ECs stalled at +7 were advanced to one of four different downstream locations. At these positions the EC was upstream of clearance (+8), just prior to clearance (+10), just beyond clearance (+13), and fully committed to elongation (+74-see ref. 18 ). At 1, 2, and 4 min after nucleotide addition, the templates were separated from supernatants and both fractions were probed for TFIIB and pol II (Rpb7 subunit). Under the transcription conditions used, pol II advanced from +7 to +8, +10, or +13 in a few seconds; pol II reached +74 in approximately 15 s and runoff in approximately 20 s.
TFIIB remained relatively stably associated with the complex (Fig. 4 and Fig. S3B ) when pol II advanced to +8 or +10, whereas advancing only 3 bp more (+13) caused instability equivalent to a complex that had advanced much farther (+74; Fig. 4 and Fig. S3A ). Each release/retention pattern was compared with an NTP treatment that does not support elongation to ensure that release did not simply result from the incubation itself. The rates of TFIIB release from the various ECs are summarized in Fig. 4 , with losses given relative to the amount of TFIIB present in the initial 7-mer ECs. Approximately 40% release within 4 min was observed when ECs were advanced to +13 or to +74. In contrast, less than 10% loss of TFIIB was observed for translocations to +8 and +10. Measurement of the level of RNA synthesis obtained Fig. 3 . The absence of TFIIF from PICs does not compromise abortive initiation or promoter clearance. (A) PIC assembly reactions on 8gW and 8g2D contained U-TFIIF, P-TFIIF, or no TFIIF. PICs were washed and then incubated for 5 min with CpA and labeled CTP to generate CpApC. (B) Levels of CpApC from three independent experiments were plotted, þ∕ − SD; the values obtained with U-TFIIF were set to 1. (C) ATP was used to initiate U-or P-TFIIF-mediated transcription on 8g2D-14a. ECs were advanced to the G stop at +8, washed, and then chased with GTP, UTP, and CTP to the A stop for 2 min at 30°C. (D) RNAs of the indicated lengths were quantified, with the U-TFIIF value set to 1 for each transcript length. In the experiment shown, transcription was initiated with 500 μM ATP. In two other tests, results of which are not included in this figure, transcription was initiated with 50 μM ATP or 1 mM ApC. In those cases as well, we observed that the fraction of 7-mers that chased to 13 was the same regardless of the modification state of TFIIF. Fig. 4 . TFIIB becomes destabilized within the EC when the transcript is extended from 7 to 13 nt. Quantitative analysis of two or three (þ7 → 10) independent experiments on TFIIB release over a 4-min time course. The fraction of TFIIB lost is shown for complexes advanced from þ7 to the indicated positions, with the TFIIB level in the 7-mer complex set to 1. The values plotted show the averages þ∕− the range, or þ∕ − SD for the þ7 → 10 test. Examples of the primary data are shown in Fig. S1 .
with our PICs showed that during the 5-min reactions that generated the 7-mer complexes, only 35-40% of the PICs had produced a transcript (as judged by comparison of TFIIB levels on the templates versus amounts of RNA synthesized-see detailed SI Materials and Methods). It is possible that some of our PICs were defective in initiation. Alternatively, initiation in these PICs may be slow, consistent with our earlier observation that human PICs have not completed single-round initiation even after a 20-min incubation with NTP substrates (22) . In any event, the fraction of TFIIB lost by the 13-or 74-mer complexes is fully consistent with the portion of PICs that were active in RNA synthesis. These results point to a very narrow window in the late promoter clearance process, during extension of the RNA from 10 to 13 nt, in which TFIIB's interaction with the EC is destabilized.
The comparison of TFIIB release between positions +10 and +13 was particularly interesting, because the 10-mer and 13-mer complexes are immediately prior to and just downstream of the bubble collapse transition, which is a major hallmark of promoter clearance (10, 18) . To determine if collapse of the upstream segment of the initial transcription bubble is the exact boundary of TFIIB destabilization, we prepared a set of three ECs halted with 11-, 12-, and 13-nt RNAs. Our earlier studies on similar complexes indicated that bubble collapse should have occurred in all three of these ECs (18) . As expected from the results in Fig. 4 , TFIIB began to dissociate from ECs stalled at RNA length of 13 nt. However, no significant amount of TFIIB was released by ECs stalled at the RNA lengths of 11 and 12 nt (Fig. 5 , compare lane 8 with lanes 2 and 5, respectively). The retention of pol II (Rpb7) in the ECs shows that there was not extensive nonspecific dissociation of any of these complexes (Fig. 5) .
Advancing Pol II from +6 to +7 Can Initiate the Destabilization of TFIIB in Early ECs. The results in Fig. 5 suggest that the loss of potential upstream DNA contacts at bubble collapse is not sufficient to drive release of TFIIB. The other event thought to influence loss of TFIIB early in elongation is the developing clash of the TFIIB reader/finger segment with the advancing nascent RNA. It was speculated that this interaction should begin with nascent RNAs of 6 or 7 nt (9, 10, 25). We therefore generated ECs containing only 6-nt RNAs and assayed for loss of TFIIB as these complexes advanced by 1, 3, or 15 nt (Fig. 6A) . TFIIB is relatively stable in 7-mer complexes containing TFIIF (Fig. 4 and Fig. S3 ), but remarkably, addition of only one nucleotide to a 6-mer caused a slight destabilization of TFIIB in a 2-min incubation (Fig. 6B) . ECs with 6-mer RNAs released no TFIIB during the same treatment (lane 1). The extent of the release remained the same when polymerase advanced by 3 nt (lane 3) but strongly increased with extension by 15 nt in the control reaction (lane 4). The stabilities of the ECs were verified by Rpb7 retention (Fig. 6B, lower row) .
Discussion
General transcription factors TFIIF and TFIIB are both required, along with TBP, TFIIE, and TFIIH, to assemble a pol II PIC on a double-stranded template (27, 28) . On a premelted template, TFIIB (along with TBP) is sufficient to obtain a functional PIC, but the activity of such complexes is very strongly stimulated by TFIIF (17, 18) . Thompson et al. (29) showed that TFIIF rescues the transcriptional activity of otherwise-inactive PICs assembled with mutant forms of TFIIB. These findings, plus recent structural studies of yeast pol II PICs (12, 30) , support the generally accepted idea that TFIIF (or at least RAP30-see ref. 24 ) is required for transcript initiation and not simply for assembly. We show here that this is not necessarily the case. PICs assembled on the natural AdML promoter (8gW) with a phosphorylated form of TFIIF do not retain TFIIF but are nevertheless fully competent for normal transcript initiation, as well as multiround abortive initiation. PICs that lack TFIIF give rise to ECs that have no detectable deficit in passage through the bubble collapse transition to promoter clearance. The defect in complexes that lack TFIIF centers on TFIIB, which is not stably maintained after initiation in those complexes.
Early studies of pol II PIC assembly stressed the importance of the TBP/TFIIB/DNA interaction in recruiting TFIIB to the template (reviewed in ref. 28 ). However, we find that in the absence of stable association of TFIIF with the PIC, the presence of TBP and a canonical TATA element are not sufficient to guarantee effective recruitment (8g2D template) and retention of TFIIB. Thus, the TFIIB-TFIIF interaction (12) is a critical part Fig. 5 . Extension of the nascent transcript from 12 to 13 nt marks the threshold of efficient TFIIB release. PICs were assembled with unmodified TFIIF on 11g or 8g2D-14a templates and transcribed for 5 min at 30°C. PICs on 11g were incubated with ApC (for 11-nt RNA) or CpA (for 12-nt RNA), dATP, CTP, UTP, and 3′-deoxy-GTP. PICs on 8g2D-14a were incubated with ApC, dATP, CTP, GTP, and UTP to give 13-nt RNAs. Levels of TFIIB and pol II (as Rpb7) in the initial PICs, retained in the ECs and released to the supernates after transcription, were analyzed by immunoblotting as described in Materials and Methods. Std lane contained 0.75 ng TFIIB or 0.5 ng Rpb7. of establishing and maintaining TFIIB in the PIC, a point emphasized by the loss of TFIIB from open complexes in the absence of TFIIF. Earlier studies (8, 23 ) that suggested an important role for TFIIF in the initial stages of transcription relied on premelted templates in order to generate PICs with or without TFIIF. Our results emphasize both the importance of the TFIIF-TFIIB interaction and the promoter dependence of this interaction. It is interesting that RNA polymerases I (31) and III (32) both contain structural motifs that resemble segments of TFIIF. The archaeal RNA polymerases, in contrast, do not require a factor analogous to TFIIF for initiation, even though initiation for those polymerases does depend on a TFIIB analog (see, for example, ref. 33) .
Structural studies predicted that the reader/finger domain of TFIIB would be displaced from the RNA exit channel by the advancing nascent RNA, beginning with 6-or 7-nt transcripts (10, 25) . It was also predicted that the linker region of TFIIB should lose its contact with the free nontemplate strand at the upstream end of the transcription bubble when this DNA reanneals during promoter clearance (10) . We did see a slight loss of TFIIB as pol II advanced from +6 to +7, but TFIIB remained relatively stably associated with the EC until the nascent RNA was 13 nt long. This is well past the predicted initial collision point of the reader/finger with the nascent RNA, and it is also 2 bp downstream of the point at which the upstream segment of the transcription bubble reanneals on the promoter we used (18) . Thus, full destabilization of the association of TFIIB and the EC may require the loss of both TFIIB's nontemplate strand contacts and nearly all of TFIIB's association with the RNA exit channel.
Particularly in the context of the mechanism of TFIIB release, it is important to note that our modified AdML template (8g2D) has a TATA box to transcription start spacing of only 28 bp. A recent study showed that 45% of mammalian TATA-containing promoters have a TATA to +1 spacing of either 30 bp (as in the 8gW promoter from which 8g2D is derived) or 31 bp, whereas about 4% have the 28-bp spacing present in 8g2D and about 6% have a spacing 2 bp longer than the major class (34) . The somewhat unusual (but nonetheless natural) spacing in 8g2D could influence both the RNA length for initial collision between TFIIB and the nascent RNA and the interactions of the TFIIB linker with the transcription bubble. We also note that our TFIIB release studies involved initiation with CpA; these transcripts have a slightly different effective length than RNAs initiated with ATP (see ref. 35 ). Thus, the exact transcript length at which TFIIB becomes destabilized may vary with both promoter sequence and transcription substrate. Regardless of these considerations, the destabilization of TFIIB appears to occur well downstream of major predicted structural transitions in the nascent transcript elongation complex for the promoter that we used. We emphasize that 8g2D is not a significantly defective promoter, because it supports levels of PIC formation equivalent to those observed with 8gW when U-TFIIF is used in assembly.
It is useful to place our findings on TFIIF within the larger context of gene regulation. TFIIF is phosphorylated in vivo (36, 37) , and major sites for TFIIF modification by HeLa extracts are CK2 consensus sites (38) . CK2 is required for the activity of some pol II promoters in vitro (39) , and CK2 associates with both promoters (39) and active genes (40) in vivo. The reduced transcriptional activity of the 8g2D promoter (relative to the 8gW promoter) with P-TFIIF shows that even closely related promoters could be differentially controlled by CK2 modification of TFIIF. The failure of P-TFIIF to remain in the PIC is potentially significant because it is now appreciated that pol II pauses at roughly 50 bases within the transcription unit on many mammalian genes. Release from this pause is an important aspect of control of gene expression (41) (42) (43) (44) (45) . Biochemical studies suggest that TFIIF is essential for the paused EC to advance into productive transcript elongation (15) . CK2 modification of TFIIF, which drives TFIIF out of the PIC and inhibits its reassociation with pol II during elongation (19) , could play a role in the regulated release of pol II from the +50 pause region. The importance of the TFIIF-TFIIB interaction in this regulatory event was highlighted by a report that deletions within TFIIB can lead to failure to retain TFIIF during transcript elongation (46) . Finally, termination of transcription by pol II in yeast involves a TFIIBmediated interaction between the terminator and the promoter-proximal region (47) . Given the importance of TFIIF in stabilizing TFIIB interaction with the transcription complex, it is tempting to speculate that TFIIF should also participate in the process of termination.
Materials and Methods
Detailed descriptions are given in SI Text for template construction, preparation of proteins, and analysis of factor retention and release during transcription. Preinitiation complexes were assembled and transcription reactions were performed on immobilized template as described earlier (18, 20) and in detail in SI Text.
